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Professional Experience and Curriculum Vitae
FATIMA VARELLA, architect, town planner and multidisciplinary artist, born in São
Paulo on December 23, 1961. She graduated in Architecture and Urbanism by the
Mackenzie University in the year of 1985, with subsequent courses and training in
graphic arts electronic (auto-cad | CorelDRAW | adobe-premiere).
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Awards and Accolades

	
		Having done important work in the history of
architecture working in offices of respected
Brazilian architects as Villanova Artigas, Nadir
Curi Mezerani and Central Project and others in
their journey of learning, particularly in his studio,
and also in São Paulo has the profession due to
large Companies like Citibank and Price
Waterhouse, performing projects interior design
for large offices, residential projects, projects
furniture, dental facilities, among other topics for
various architectural projects.
		The current studio-residence, since the year
2001 in São José dos Campos|São Paulo,
performs work of visual art (paintings | drawings ),
visual poem, electronic art and video art, having
worked in this city in the management of the
Gallery Art’s Isabella Carvalho and the
architectural project of post-factory castles that
make up the Medieval Village, designed and built
by engineer Dr.Fernando de Mendonça, and
participated as collaborator in the implementation
of the project ARCADIA, which are currently
performed in most cases, work toward the
development of fine arts and classical music in
Brazil.These project is currently until know,2009.
		Also highlights of activities and customers in
São Jose dos Campos and Vale do Paraíba, in
additional projects of architecture she made the
physical model of the -Musal ,a important Aviation
Museum in Rio de Janeiro|Brazil to meet the
EMBRAER company.
		She is the author of the DVD of visual poems
"VISUAL POETRY", independent production, with
videos posted on the TV| TV BRAZIL and various
blogs and interactive sites on the Internet
(http://fatimavarella.blogspot.com/ |
http:varellbrazil.multiply.com , among others).
		
		Activity in the parallel architecture work in your
project called "Intervals of Light" received in 2009,
two awards in the “ Minute Festival|Brazil”, and
two Honorable Mentions at the International
Festival of Literature|FLIPORTO.
		In short, so together diverse trends and
trajectories of architecture, design and
contemporary art, the architect Fatima Varella,
also using the codename "varellbrazil" has
cultivated his skills as professionals.
		
		Partners: the perseverance, discipline and
above all the poetry.
		
		São José dos Campos, Jan31| 2011.
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